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1.0

Commercial Programme Background

1.1
Future Ealing is about taking an outcome led approach. By agreeing the
outcomes that are most important and taking a ‘one council’ approach to delivering
these we can best deliver improvements for residents, operate as the most effective
organisation we can be and address financial challenges.
1.2

The following objectives were agreed for the programme:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3

With the approved priority outcomes of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.4

A growing economy creates jobs and opportunities for Ealing residents to
reduce poverty and increase incomes and skills;
Children and young people achieve educationally and fulfil their potential;
Children and young people grow up safe from harm;
Residents are physically and mentally healthy, active and independent;
Ealing has an increasing supply of quality and affordable housing;
Crime is down and Ealing residents feel safe;
The borough has the smallest environmental footprint possible;
Ealing is a clean borough and a high-quality place where people want to
live;
Ealing is a strong community that promotes diversity with inequality and
discrimination reduced.

These objectives and outcomes led to five transformational themes:
•
•
•
•
•

1.5

To provide a framework for partnership between members and officers;
To motivate and drive ‘one council’ and ‘one public service’ approach to
achieving outcomes;
To link aspiration, delivery and organisational development;
To identify the areas where we need transformation vs continuous
improvement;
To drive our resource allocation against priorities;
To ensure we deliver a balanced budget;
To help ‘tell our story’ more effectively externally;
To help ‘tell our story’ more effectively internally to motivate and engage
staff.

Digital, data and Customer;
Commercialisation and Assets;
Cross Cutting and Efficiency;
Children’s and Adults review;
Service efficiency.

We spend approximately £320M every year on contracts to support delivery of
services to residents. How we procure and manage contracts around the nine
Future Ealing outcomes is key to getting the best value we can from limited
resources. As part of the Commercialisation & Assets theme (later to become
Modern Council Board) it was therefore agreed in late 2017 to select a pilot
programme in Procurement and Contract Management to commence rapidly into
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delivery, which was subsequently approved by the Future Ealing Board. This then
became the Future Ealing Commercial Programme.
1.6

Following ongoing engagement through Modern Council Board and consultation
across the Council, the pilot culminated in a new Commercial Hub being
launched in November 2018 to replace the old Procurement team so as to
provide greater support across the Council. This new team, financed through the
existing budget with no increase in funds, provides support across the whole
commercial cycle, from commissioning, to procurement and through to contract
management. Appendix 1 outlines the function of the Commercial Hub. To further
support the Council and the introduction of the Hub, a new Commercial Policy
has also been developed in Appendix 2. The policy is also designed to ensure
the Council focuses on those areas for development that are required to be inline with the LGA National Procurement Strategy, for which a full diagnostic of the
Council has been undertaken. The results of the diagnostic (section 1.7) show
the council to be either a “leader” or “innovator” in many categories. However, on
the categories where the Council is closer to the local authority benchmark there
is clearly scope for even greater development and so therefore these categories
will be a focus for the Commercial Hub moving forwards.

1.7

London Borough of Ealing - LGA National Procurement Strategy 2018 Diagnostic
Benchmarking Results

1.8

The original aim of the Commercial Programme was to conduct commercial
reviews of third party spend and contracts with a view to driving greater
commercial focus and capability across Ealing, as well as identifying potential
savings and cost avoidance opportunities. The programme comprised of two key
elements:
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•
•

Development of a Target Operating Model;
Review of contracts and spend areas leading to the realisation of savings.

There was £1.000M in the MTFS for FY18/19 and £1.400M overall in relation to
review of contracts and spend areas with scope for increased delivery of savings.
1.9

There was a broad consensus on the need for change and to build the Council’s
commercial capability in order to drive better value for money through third party
spend. The key questions were whether the Council wants to achieve this
through the creation of a centralised hub and subsequently how this hub will be
resourced. The key challenge across Directorates was the lack of core
commercial resource which could transfer to a hub, without impacting operational
delivery. The Council therefore had to consider the options available to build the
required capacity and capability.

1.10 The scope of this piece of work covered the following:
•

•
•

Assessing how procurement and contract management is carried out
currently and opportunities for building on and sharing good practice
across the council, specifically a more consistent approach across all
areas of the council;
Reviewing the Procurement Target Operating Model (TOM) to support the
development of commercial skills within the organisation for the whole
council;
Assessing any opportunities for immediate contract savings and release of
these savings, which also informs the above.

1.11 The outputs and success criteria of the programme would be as follows:
Outputs
• New Commercial Hub team established and working effectively;
• An ongoing programme of contract reviews;
• New commercial governance established across the organisation;
• Category Management approach embedded across the organisation;
• The creation and delivery of a clear commercial policy for the
organisation;
• Embedding of outcome based commercial models across the
organisation.
Success criteria:
• Budget savings, non-cashable efficiencies and service
improvements;
• Culture change – organisation being far more commercial;
• Stakeholder feedback.

outcome

2.0

Delivery of the Commercial Programme

2.1

As part of this programme additional resource (Ernst & Young) was initially
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bought in by the Commerciality & Assets Board to support the Council in
determining the most appropriate Target Operating Model for the Commercial
Programme (see the Current State Assessment in Appendix 3). Along with
colleagues from the old Procurement team a review was undertaken of how the
Council currently procures and manages contracts and the resource which is
allocated to this. This was based upon the following methodology:
• Desktop review of staff titles and roles to determine who is involved in
which of the 6 procurement functions and to what degree;
• List validated with Directorates;
• Questionnaire to determine current knowledge and processes: maturity
assessment being finalised;
• Staff considered ‘core’ if have 75%+ time covering one or more function;
• In scope: grade 16 and below (above considered ‘strategic
commissioning’ to remain with the service).
2.2

Alongside the Target Operating Model, to accelerate the commercial culture
change the Council required, a number of contract reviews were undertaken
across service areas by the Procurement team in collaboration with additional
capacity provided by EY. The first round of reviews focussed upon nine individual
contracts, whereas the second round focussed upon two “categories”, Supporting
Adults and Repairs & Maintenance. Please see section 4.0 for the financial
information related to this. The learning from these contract reviews has helped
with the implementation of the Commercial Hub and upskilling the members of
staff who either remained from the old Procurement team or were bought into the
centre from service areas and whom are now in positions in the Commercial Hub.

2.3

The review found that in general (and when benchmarked with what is perceived
to be best practice in both public and private sectors), the Council was relatively
good at operationally managing contracts with suppliers e.g. ensuring an end
user receives a service. However, when it came to the commercial management,
whilst there are pockets of good practice within the Council, generally the
standard was lower e.g. ensuring the supplier meets the terms of the contract
from a financial perspective (service credits, key performance indicators and
benchmarking etc). The review identified the following key four opportunities:
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2.4

To enable the realisation of these opportunities the below three operating models
were considered:
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2.5

Whilst EY had expected to find significant numbers of staff in service areas to
bring into the centre, the reality was that there were only a few positions which
were suitable when using the criteria of ‘commercial and procurement related
activity accounting for over 75% of a role’. This is primarily due to the Council
having most of its resource allocated to operational management of services with
little resource then in place for commercial management or procurement. Based
on this x 2.0 FTE were bought into the central team from Housing, x1.0 FTE
from Customer Services and 0.5 FTE from HR. Whilst x1 FTE was identified in
the Children’s & Adults Commissioning team it did not transfer. Finally, x1.0 FTE
who were being made redundant by the West London Alliance were also bought
into the team to add further capability.

2.6

This resulted in the structure, scope and core activities outlined in Appendix 1
being agreed by Modern Council Board for implementing as part of the
replacement of the old Procurement team with a new ‘Commercial Hub’ in
November 2018. This involved taking the previous members of the Procurement
team, those who were transferred, plus new external recruits to create a new
team. No staff were subject to any redundancies as part of this process with the
council keen to create more commercial capacity and capability, not less. The
recruitment for all remaining positions will be complete by May 2019 with all posts
then permanently filled.

2.7

To support the implementation of the new Commercial Hub a new ‘Commercial
Policy’ (Appendix 2) was created and consulted upon across the Council prior to
going to Cabinet in February 2019. The below summarises the key principles of
the policy:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of more sophisticated commercial models and working in
more creative and commercial ways which improve service outcomes,
whilst also reducing the cost paid by the Council;
New governance arrangements and the introduction on the Joint Contracts
Board, with a 2 year forward plan to enable more proactive market
management and commercial strategy design;
A new commissioning approach driven by commercial strategies for all
new contracts with all Key Decision level contracts approved by the new
Joint Contracts Board;
A 5-year category strategy for all major categories of spend detailing how
we will go to market, the services we will look to procure and how we want
the market to develop to meet our future needs;
Improved and best in class contract and supplier relationship
management, ensuring suppliers provide the service we are contracted
with them for and holding them to account when they do not;
New commercial policy delivery framework supported by the new
Commercial Hub covering the following:
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The policy also defined the following Key Performance Indicators for the Council to work
towards:

2.8

Along with the financial benefits outlined in section 4.0, progress with delivery on
this programme continues positively with cross-council culture change ongoing
and a greater commercial focus becoming far more predominant. Whilst the
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Commercial Hub is supporting service areas on well over 100 projects, there are
some specific examples that illustrate the benefits of taking a more commercial
approach to letting contracts. For example, the Hub recently helped to re-procure
the £6.000M per annum Parking contract. This involved working closely with
colleagues in Parking, Finance and Legal to carry out quite a complicated
process of negotiation (competitive dialogue) with many stages and activities, all
designed to help save the council money and get better performance from our
parking service. This will deliver £0.900M worth of savings per annum for the
council.
2.9

Recently the Hub also worked with colleagues in Children’s Services to carry out
a detailed review of a contract which is worth more than £5.000M per annum. By
working closely with colleagues, the Hub’s review identified that the supplier had
not been providing the service as it should have and so a rebate of £0.727M was
negotiated.

2.10

To support the work of the Commercial Hub and ensuring a cross-Council view
on external spend, a new Joint Contracts Board was launched in January which
addresses all key officer level contracts (i.e. over £0.500M). The board is made
up of all Directors and has already been successful in breaking down previous
silos between directorates and acts to ensure capital and revenue contracts are
let and managed effectively and collaboratively, as well as monitoring all
commercial and contract related savings opportunities across the organisation.
To support the board a new Contracts Register system (Sharepoint-based) has
been implemented internally with a blitz on contracts data and training across the
whole Council now completed.

2.11

Further evidence of the Council taking a more commercial approach to services
and contracts can be seen through the work being undertaken to establish a
Local Authority Trading Company for Waste, Streets and Grounds Maintenance
services, led by the Director of Environment. This is an excellent example of the
Council not only working well together to deliver a service in a very collaborative
manner (Waste, Streets and Grounds Maintenance teams, Commercial Hub,
Finance Accountancy, Legal Contracts, ICT and HR are all involved) but it also
shows the Council being highly innovative by introducing a new commercial
model for this service, something on this scale and complexity the Council has
not done before on any service it commissions.

2.12

It should be noted that a number of Local Authorities have taken a different
approach to being more “commercial”. They have taken the view that a more
commercial approach is based purely around the selling of services externally,
either informally or via trading companies and have established separate
services to focus on this. This is a narrow view and one which Ealing Council has
not followed, instead taking a broader stance on what it means to be commercial
across all services, assets and external spend. Examples of where this has been
successful can be seen in shared services with other Local Authorities such as
that led on by Audit & Investigation, the selling of services to Schools by HR,
commercial waste services, as well as with various projects in Regeneration such
as land disposals / leasing, property joint ventures such as the Perceval House
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project and the establishment of Broadway Living. Income is therefore generated
via various models on services but is addressed on a case by case basis and
usually where there is the following:
•

an existing level of service quality being provided by the Council that
would be attractive to customers other than residents;

•

in a market which is not over saturated and there is a suitable for a new
entrant;

•

the Council can be competitive in terms of pricing but still make an
adequate margin (minimum 15%) so as to make it commercially viable;

•

trading does not divert attention from our core business of serving Ealing’s
residents.

3.

Legal Implications

3.1

When procuring contracts all service areas must ensure they adhere to the Public
Contracts Regulations 2015 and the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules.
Modifications and variations to contracts must also be in adherence to these
rules and legislation. Other pieces of legislation that impact upon procurement
include the Social Value Act 2013, as well as service specific requirements, for
example the Care Act 2014 or The Construction (Design & Management)
Regulations 2015.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

Whilst no additional funds have been sought for the establishment of the
Commercial Hub, the business case for it which was approved by Modern
Council Board, was based upon prudent level savings of £1.200M being
generated for service areas across the Council in 2019/20. However, that figure
has now been far exceeded and, due to the success on a number of projects, for
19/20 a number of FE1s were produced which targeted contract-based savings
and efficiencies. These are as follows:
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Count of Contract Savings Projects

4.2

Efficiencies are a mix of cashable (budget reductions and cost avoidance) and
non-cashable (improved service outcomes and social value). All of the FE1s
above relate to budget savings. Activity will cover both new contracts being
procured and how we can generate better value for money through a more
commercial approach as well as current contract reviews and negotiations.

4.3

As mentioned earlier in this report, the Council has already begun a range of
contract reviews which the Commercial Hub have been leading on with service
areas. The first round of these has delivered budget savings of more than
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£1.000M in 18/19 with a further £0.400M already built into the MTFS for 19-20
and which is being worked upon now. The first round of reviews focussed on nine
suppliers. The second round has focussed more upon categories of spend and is
looking at Supporting Adults (Separate FE1) and Repairs & Maintenance across
the Council. In addition to this FE1 there are specific separate FE1s with further
savings that are contract focussed and which the Hub is supporting e.g. Parking,
All Age Disabilities Outcomes Commissioning etc. The total of all contract-related
savings FE1s for 19/20 is £3,994,838.
4.4

The approach to supporting the contract savings outlined in these FE1s will,
wherever possible, look to generate efficiencies through more commercial,
outcome-based commissioning and negotiations / contract reviews which drive
better value from suppliers through a rate reduction but have no material impact
on the specification of what has been contracted. However, it is acknowledged
that this will only deliver a certain level of savings and with a greater level
required, activity will also have to include, on certain contracts, the re-alignment
of specifications to the new available budget amounts.

4.5

Any service impact assessments or consultation is completed on a case by case
basis for each impacted contract by the relevant service area. It should also be
noted that a balanced approach needs to be taken between commercial and
service benefit versus legal contractual risk to deliver these savings, primarily
where negotiating with suppliers where we are already under contract. This is
looked at on case by case basis but requires a pragmatic line of attack for this
programme to succeed.

4.5

The analysis of potential savings has been based upon the forward plan of
procurements for the next 24 months, contract specific budgets information, third
party spend analysis and the current contracts register. This analysis has
considered the sort of market each contract is within and the level of savings a
more commercial approach can deliver. The below summarises the target
savings levels:

4.6

•

Challenging (0.5% to 1.0%), i.e. Adult and Children’s Social Care;

•

Standard (1.00% to 2.00%), i.e. Legal, Training, Agency, FM;

•

Economical (3.00% to 5.00%), i.e. Fleet, Equipment, Professional
Services.

The ownership of each contract efficiency target is the relevant contract owner
(i.e. service area) who holds the associated budget(s), working with support from
the Commercial Hub and other departments such as Legal Contracts and
Finance Accountancy. It should be noted that the savings are indicative as it is
only once the work begins that they can be substantiated and the target savings
identified in these FE1s are based on an initial desktop exercise, not contractual /
service deep dives. Some contracts will over deliver against their target, whilst
others may under deliver but the aim is for each directorate to deliver their overall
target. It should be noted that work done to date and savings already delivered
provide some assurity and confidence as to the level of deliverability.
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5.

Social Value in Contracts & Procurement

5.1

The Social Value Act is designed as a tool for enabling commissioners and
procurers to be more innovative in their procurement methods and to encourage
more responsive service delivery with the potential of achieving significant cost
savings. “Social Value” has been defined as the additional benefit to the
community from a commissioning / procurement process over and above the
direct purchasing of goods, services and works.

5.2

Ealing Council has gone beyond the Act’s requirements and the Commercial Hub
have produced guidance which will assist the Council embed social value further
into aspects of its commercial and procurement activity, where it is practical to do
so, please see Appendix 4. In doing this, both the detail and spirit of the Act can
be delivered in all the Council’s commercial and procurement activities.

5.3

Furthermore, in April 2018 Cabinet approved the following:
•

•
•

As a minimum, all procurements will be required to include social value
metrics (using the Social Value Guidance) as a part of the scoring and
evaluation process. Assessments should be based upon the total cost
benefit of any social value that is to be delivered;
Where possible and appropriate, Social Value should form part of the
overall outcomes which are being specified and evaluated as part of any
procurement exercise;
Where social value has not been incorporated already into the key
outcomes being evaluated as part of a procurement, it is recommended
that a minimum 5% of the overall evaluation score is attributed to social
value. However, each procurement would be dealt with on a case by case
basis.

5.4

The Commercial Hub will be looking at further new innovative ways of embedding
social value, whilst also delivering cashable savings and service outcome
improvements for the Council on external spend. To further develop the Council’s
approach to social value a report will be going to the Joint Contracts Board
recommending the introduction of minimum social value requirements (i.e.
minimum numbers of apprenticeships) on contracts, as well as introducing a
financial assessment of social value benefits and including this value in the
assessment of contracts when they are being procured.

5.5

The aforementioned financial assessment of social value benefits would be
based upon a national framework of reporting measures and evidence-based
social value ‘benefit costings’. The principal benefits of a minimum and consistent
reporting standard for social value are that it:
•
•
•
•

Provides a consistent approach to measuring and reporting social value;
Allows for continuous improvement;
Provides a robust, transparent and defensible solution for assessing and
awarding tenders;
Allows organisations to compare their own performance by sector and
industry benchmarks and understand what good looks like;
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•

Reduces the uncertainty surrounding social value measurement for
businesses, allowing them to make informed decisions based on robust
quantitative assessments and hence embed social value into their
corporate strategies.

5.5

Additionally, work is being undertaken looking at ‘zoning’ within social care
contracts like Homecare. Zoning allows the Council to offer guaranteed minimum
volumes (GMV’s), thus potentially allowing providers to offer staff fixed term
contracts rather than zero hours’ contracts. In conjunction with GMV’s, work
being undertaken to establish sustainable hourly rates for providers may enable
providers to pay the LLW, made financially viable by the commercial benefits
zoning and GMV’s could provide. Better terms and conditions for workers are
likely to improve recruitment & retention, training, self-worth and care delivery
resulting in better outcomes for Ealing residents. Zoning is also likely to promote
more local employment as workers can work closer to home. Zoning will also
result in a decrease in travel by workers thus reducing driving & pollution.

6.

Background Papers
•

Appendix 1 – Commercial Programme Background (Confidential)

•

Appendix 2 – LBE Commercial Policy

•

Appendix 3 - EY (TOM) Current State Assessment (Confidential)

•

Appendix 4 – Social Value in Procurement Guidance
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